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Purpose of Self-Help Kit
We have prepared this kit to help you complete the adult adoption process on your own. You will find the information in this kit helpful if you are planning to adopt another adult or if you are the adult being adopted.
The procedure simply requires:
an application to the Court by the person wanting to adopt (called the Application);
sworn statements by the persons concerned (called the Affidavit of Applicant and the Affidavit of Person to be Adopted);
information on the persons adopting as well as the person being adopted (Adoption Information); and
an order by a judge granting the adoption (Adoption Order).
This procedure is not complicated and, in most cases, you will be able to complete it without any assistance. In a few cases, the information in the kit may suggest that you need to consult a lawyer. If there are particular circumstances concerning either the persons adopting or the adult being adopted, you might need some legal research or advice. If so, we strongly recommend that you follow the suggestion in the kit and consult with a lawyer before you proceed with an application to adopt. However, read the entire kit first. 
 
An adult adoption will not result in a name change for the adopted person. See question #2 under Frequently Asked Questions.
 
Note: Please be reminded that the information in this kit has no legislative sanction. You should examine the Adult Adoption Act for all purposes of interpreting and applying the law. A copy of the act is included in this kit. Neither the Government of Alberta, nor its employees, shall be held liable for the legal accuracy of the information contained in this kit.
Alberta Post Adoption Registry 
Alberta Human Services 
11th floor, Sterling Place 
9940 - 106 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta  T5K 2N2 
 
Phone: 780-427-6387
(To be connected toll-free from outside the Edmonton area, call 310-0000)
May 2012
n
n
n
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Glossary
Action Number - a number given to your adoption application for filing and reference purposes.
Adoption Hearing - the time, date and place at which the adoption application will be presented to a judge for consideration.
Adoption Order - a written order of the Court granting the adoption.
Affidavit - a written statement sworn to be true.
Clerk of the Court - the person responsible for the administration of matters that, are presented to the Court.
Commissioner for Oaths - a person officially authorized by law to ensure that sworn statements are properly completed.
Court of Queen's Bench - the Court in which an adoption application is heard.
Judicial Centre - a place where the Court is located.
Application - a written application to the Court requesting consideration of a matter.
Applicant - an applicant; a person wanting to adopt someone; one who presents the Application to the Court.
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Who might be interested in adult adoptions? 
 
The Adult Adoption Act, which came into effect on January 1, 1995, outlines the law on adult adoptions in Alberta. It states that people who adopt must be at least 18 years old and residents of Alberta. An adult may be adopted by a single adult or jointly by two adults who are spouses of one another. In an adult adoption, the person being adopted must also be at least 18 years old and a Canadian citizen, or someone who has been lawfully admitted to Canada for permanent residence under the Immigration Act. There are a number of circumstances in which one adult might wish to adopt another:
What is the effect of adoption? 
 
An adoption creates a new family relationship. The adopted person becomes the son or daughter of the people doing the adopting and, of course, they become the parents of the adoptee as if he or she were naturally born to them. The biological parents (or previous adoptive parents in some cases) then cease to be the parents of the adopted person. 
 
The only exception is in the case of step-parent adoptions. In such cases, the step-parent who adopts becomes a parent while the step-parent's spouse remains the other parent. After the adoption, the absent biological parent ceases to be a parent to the adopted person.
foster parents may wish to adopt a foster child who turned 18 years of age while in their care;
a step-parent may wish to adopt a step-child over 18;
a person may wish to adopt a relative with whom they have had a long and close relationship.
n
n
n
n
The court may grant an adoption order under this Act if it is not contrary to the public interest to do so.
Steps to take in the adult adoption application
Step 1:  Carefully review this self-help kit 
 
Once you have reviewed the kit and are familiar with the requirements of an adult adoption, you will likely decide you can complete the process yourself. But in some cases you may find it necessary to consult a lawyer to clarify some of the legal issues.
 
Please note that an adult adoption will not result in a name change for the adopted person. Please see question #2 under Frequently Asked Questions. 
 
It may take up to six weeks for the court to process your application.
Step 2:  Get the additional documents you will need 
 
The court forms you need for the adoption process itself are included in this kit. But you need to include some additional documents that give official personal information about you and the person you are adopting.
You will need a photocopy of your birth certificate (the wallet-sized card is acceptable). 
If you are applying as a married couple, you will need an original or notarized copy of your marriage certificate. Also provide a copy of your birth certificate if the names on the marriage certificate are inaccurate from your legal name.
n
n
The person being adopted will need to supply the following documents:
an original or a certified copy of his or her Registration of Birth*;
a certified copy of a change-of-name certificate (if the person being adopted has legally changed his or her name);
notarized/certified copies of immigration documents if the person being adopted is not a Canadian citizen but has been lawfully admitted to Canada for permanent residence.
n
n
n
Note that some documents need to be certified. The Vital Statistics branch of the province, state or country where the document originated should be able to provide you, or the person being adopted, with the certified copy you need. (In Alberta, vital statistics services are provided by Alberta Registries.)
Birth registration:  
If born in Alberta - a copy of your Registration of Birth is required. 
(This is not a Birth Certificate. Please contact Vital Statistics to obtain a copy of your Registration of Birth).
 
If born outside Alberta - a certified copy of your birth certificate is required. 
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Copies of immigration documents can be notarized by a lawyer or a notary public. Check the yellow pages under "Notary Public" for a listing of these professionals.
Step 3:  Prepare the court forms for presentation to the Court 
 
You may print or type on the court forms included in this kit. If you are printing, please use blue ink and make sure you print clearly. You will find a working set of forms for use as a rough copy and a final set for an official copy. A "sample" set of completed forms has also been provided.
From the addresses listed on pages 13 and 14, choose a Judicial Centre to submit your application. Enter this location in the Judicial Centre section (example: if the court house you are using is located in Drumheller, use "Judicial Centre of Drumheller").
Enter your full legal name (exactly as it appears on your birth document) on the line marked "name of applicants". If you are applying jointly with your spouse, enter both your names.
On the line marked "name of person to be adopted as on birth document", enter the name of the person you are adopting exactly as it appears on the birth document. Also enter the date of birth and birth registration number of the person you are adopting (exactly as these appear on the birth document).
The information must be exactly the same on all forms, if not, the clerk of court will not file your application until corrected.
Make sure you give your full name and address (including street or mail box number, town or city, province and postal code), and your phone number.
There is a line marked "Court File Number". Do not enter anything on this line. The action number will be entered by the Clerk of Court when you file your documents.
n
n
n
n
n
n
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Application:
This is the legal term for the adoption application. If you are the one applying to adopt, you are the "Applicant".
In the first section, enter your full name (if you are applying as a married couple, enter both your names), your full address, and phone number including street or mail box number, town or city, province and postal code. Also enter the name, birth date, and birth registration number of the person you wish to adopt exactly as these appear on the person's birth document.
Sign and date section 2. If you are making the application as an individual, sign only once.
There is a "Notice" section. Leave this blank. It will be completed by the Clerk of the Court, if necessary.
n
n
n
Affidavit of Applicant:
Complete the first section of the Affidavit as you did in the first section of the application. 
n
Briefly outline the relationship between you and the person to be adopted (any blood relationship, how you came to know each other).
Briefly state the reason you wish to adopt the other person.
If you want the court file sealed, check the appropriate box on your Affidavit. (Having the court file sealed means that your adoption documents cannot be made public.) Briefly explain your reasons for wanting the court file sealed.
n
n
n
Attach an original or certified copy of your marriage certificate (if you are applying jointly with your spouse) to both Affidavits.
Attach a photocopy of your birth certificate. (If you are applying jointly with your spouse, each of you must attach a photocopy of your birth certificate to your own Affidavit.)
n
n
If you are applying jointly with your spouse, complete a separate Affidavit for each of you.
n
The Affidavit will need to be sworn before a Commissioner for Oaths. This could be a police officer, school trustee, a lawyer, or anyone else who has been appointed as a Commissioner.
The Clerk of the Court is also a Commissioner for Oaths. The Clerk will commission your Affidavit at no charge when you file your Court documents (see Step 5).
n
n
If you are applying as a step parent who is married to the biological parent or adoptive parent, you need to provide us with an original or certified copy of your marriage certificate.
n
Pay particular attention to the following points:
n
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Note that the person swearing the Affidavit must be present when the Affidavit is signed by the Commissioner for Oaths. So if you have a separate Affidavit for your spouse, or an Affidavit of Person to be Adopted (see below), the person named on that Affidavit must be present, no matter where you choose to have the Affidavit sworn.
Affidavit of Person to be Adopted
The first section must be completed by the person being adopted. The instructions for completing this Affidavit are directed to that person.
Complete the first section of the Affidavit. Pay particular attention to the following points:
Enter your full name as it appears on your birth document. Give your full address, including street or mail box number, town or city, province and postal code.
Indicate your citizenship or landed immigrant status. If you are not a Canadian citizen but have been lawfully admitted to Canada for permanent residence, you must include notarized copies of your immigration documents.
Briefly explain the reason you wish to be adopted.
You may appear before the judge (Court of Queen's Bench) considering the adoption application to talk about why you want to be adopted. If you want to appear in person, check the appropriate box on the Affidavit. You will then be "served" with a copy of the adoption Application, which will show the date, time and place of the adoption hearing. If you do not wish to talk to the judge, indicate this on the Affidavit. The Application will then proceed without a court hearing. You will not be notified of the date when the judge will consider the application.
If you want the court file sealed, check the appropriate box on the Affidavit. (Having the court file sealed means that the adoption documents cannot be made public.) Briefly explain your reasons for wanting the court file sealed.
Attach an original or a certified copy of your birth registration.
Attach certified copies of any change-of-name certificate if you have changed your name.
Note that this Affidavit must also be sworn before a Commissioner for Oaths (see page 4).
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
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Adoption Order
Complete the entire Adoption Order except for:
The "Date on Which Order was Pronounced"; and"Name of Judge who Made This Order" (these will be completed by the court).
If you or the person being adopted have indicated in the Affidavit that you want the court file sealed, you must type or print the following on the Adoption Order, in number 2:
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the court file be sealed.
Other required documents
If the person to be adopted was born in Alberta, you will also need to complete the two forms listed below: Adoption Information and Registration of a Birth forms.  If that person was not born in Alberta, complete only the Adoption Information form.
Adoption Information 
(form # DVS 3104)
Alberta Registries needs this information to complete the new registration of birth following the adoption.
In the first section of the form, give the original birth information for the person being adopted.
Complete the 2nd and 3rd sections of the form.
Where the term "adoptive parents" (or parent) appears, it refers to the applicants (or Applicant).
Disregard the section title "Section C: Information to Appear on the Birth Record After Adoption". It does not apply to adult adoptions.
n
n
n
n
n
n
If you are a step-parent applying to adopt the adult child of your spouse, type or print the following on the Adoption Order, in number 2:
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the birth registration documents of the person being adopted show that the natural [insert "mother" or "father" here], [insert name of natural "mother" or "father" here], remains the natural [insert "mother" or "father" here] of the adopted adult.
n
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This form is also required by Alberta Registries, if the person being adopted was born in Alberta.
Registration of A Birth 
(form # DVS 3123)
Where this form refers to "child", enter information on the person being adopted.
Single adoption application - complete and sign one of the details of parent sections.
Joint adoption application - complete and sign both details of parent sections.
Step parent adoption application - complete and sign both details of parent sections.
n
n
n
n
Before moving to the next step, please make sure your forms are complete, accurate and readable.
Step 4:  Arrange your documents into a file
Now that you have gathered your documents and completed the court forms, you can put them together into a "court file", and make the necessary copies as set out below:
the original Application, and 1 extra copy (3 extra copies if a court hearing has been requested);
the Affidavit (or Affidavits) of the Applicant(s) and 1 extra copy of each (3 extra copies of each if a court hearing has been requested);
the Affidavit of the Person to be Adopted, and 1 extra copy (3 extra copies if a court hearing has been requested);
the Adoption Information form, and 1 extra copy (2 extra copies if the person being adopted was born outside Alberta);
the Registration of Birth by Adoption form, and 1 extra copy (only if the person being adopted was born in Alberta);
1 copy of the Adoption Order.
Any attachments to an Affidavit (for example, the Applicants' marriage certificate) should be placed after the Affidavit. Do not attach anything to the Adoption Order.
n
n
n
n
n
n
be sure to copy all attachments as well (e.g. Birth document, marriage certificate etc.).
n
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Step 5:  File the documents at the Court of Queen's Bench
Take your court file to the office of the Clerk of the Court of Queen's Bench in the judicial centre that you choose to put on your Application. You will also need to take an application fee of $200 with you. You can pay the fee in cash, Visa, Mastercard, Interact, by money order or a certified cheque made out to "Government of Alberta". (Note: The fee of $200 is accurate as of January 2013, but could change with the passing of time. Contact the Clerk of the Court in your judicial centre for an up-to-date fee schedule).
The Clerk of the Court will assign a number to be included on the application documents. This is called the "action number".
If the person to be adopted has stated in their Affidavit that they wish to appear in person before the judge, the Clerk of the Court can offer a choice of possible dates for an adoption hearing. The Clerk will then enter the time, date and place of the hearing on the Application, and give you a certified copy of the Application.
If the person to be adopted does not want to appear in person before a judge, a specific hearing date will not be set. The matter will proceed without a court hearing.
The Clerk of the Court will file all documents and return filed copies to you. If a hearing date has been set, the Clerk will give you one certified copy of the Application, and one filed copy of the Application. You will need the extra filed copy to serve the person being adopted (see Step 6).
Step 6:  Serve the person to be adopted with copies of the Application and supporting Affidavits (only necessary if a Court Hearing is requested).
If a hearing date has been set, you must provide a copy of the filed Application, and copies of the supporting Affidavits, to the person being adopted. This is known as "service". The person being adopted must be served at least 10 days before the date of the adoption hearing. You may serve the Application and supporting Affidavits to the person being adopted by:
personally giving him or her a copy of the filed Application and filed Affidavits (PAR2613 "Affidavit of Personal Service"), or
sending him or her a copy of the filed Application and filed Affidavits by registered mail (PAR2614 "Affidavit of Service by Registered Mail").
Once you serve the Application and supporting Affidavits on the person being adopted, you must complete an Affidavit of Service. The Affidavit will be different depending on whether you served the documents personally (PAR2613), or by registered mail (PAR2614). This kit contains forms for both kinds of Affidavit.
n
n
All documents must be completed in their entirety or to the extent that information is known. The Court may not accept incomplete documents.
You may mail your application to your chosen Judicial Centre along with a self addressed stamped envelope.
Please note it may take up to six weeks for the court to process your application.
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If you used registered mail to serve the documents, be sure to keep both the Post Office receipt and the signed receipt. These must be attached to your Affidavit of Service.
Your Affidavit of Service must also be sworn before a Commissioner for Oaths (remember, the Clerk of the Court will commission your Affidavit for you free of charge). Once it is sworn, you must give the Affidavit to the Clerk of the Court who will file it. Once filed, the Affidavit of Service goes into the court file. There is no fee for filing your Affidavit of Service. The Affidavit of Service must be filed at least one week before the hearing date.
Step 7:  Attend the court hearing (if necessary)
If the person to be adopted has not requested a hearing (see Step 3 - Affidavit of Person to be Adopted), you do not have to go to Court. The Clerk of the Court will forward your file to a Judge who will review your application privately.
If the person to be adopted has requested a hearing, a hearing date will have been set by the Clerk of the Court (see Step 5), and the Applicants and the person being adopted may appear before the Judge.
An adoption hearing is normally held in private with only the Judge, the Clerk of the Court, the Applicants, and the person being adopted, present in the courtroom. The Clerk of the Court will present the documents to the Judge who may wish to ask a few questions for clarification.
You and the person you are adopting can best prepare for the court hearing by following these guidelines:
know and understand the contents of the documents and court forms;
show respect for the Court in your appearance (be well groomed and well dressed, no hats, and no beverage other than water are allowed in the courtroom);
show respect for the Court in your behaviour (stand when you address the Judge and refer to him or her as "Sir" or "Madam");
arrive for court early and inform the courtroom clerk that you are present.
n
n
n
n
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What happens after the adult adoption has been granted?
Once the adoption order is granted, the Clerk of the Court will send by registered mail a certified copy of the Order to the Applicant along with a certified copy for the adult adoptee. This is your proof that the adoption is complete. The Clerk of the Court will also send a certified copy of the Adoption Order to Alberta Registries for registration. If you were born outside of Alberta, Alberta Registries will send the Adoption Order to the place of birth. The original Adoption Order is kept on file with the Clerk of the Court.
If born in Alberta, once the adoption is registered with Alberta Registries, the adoptee's old birth registration is removed from the records and replaced with a new birth registration. It is important to note that when the birth registration is replaced, the names of the adoptee's biological parents are permanently removed from the records and the names of the adoptive parents are inserted. The birth registration does not name two sets of parents. Also note that the adoption itself will NOT result in a name change for the person being adopted (see Question 2 on the next page).
If the adoptee was born outside Alberta, Alberta Registries will send a certified copy of the Adoption Order to the province, state, or country where the adoptee was born. The adoption is then registered there.
It could take up to six weeks to register the adoption, regardless of where the adoptee was born. For information on how the adoptee can apply for a new birth certificate, contact the vital statistics branch of the province, state or country where the adoptee was born. In Alberta, contact an agent of Alberta Registries:
Call 310-0000 then 780-427-7013 for further information regarding the location of an agent near you, or view on website at www.servicealberta.gov.ab.ca.
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Frequently asked Questions about adult adoptions:
1.         Is it necessary to obtain the consent of a spouse for an adult adoption? 
 
         No. Neither an Applicant nor a person being adopted needs to obtain spousal consent for an adult adoption.
2.         Does the name of the person being adopted change as a result of an adult adoption?
 
         There is no automatic change of name. If the person being adopted wants to change his or her name, that person must apply separately to have this done, either before or after the adoption. It can sometimes take as long as three months to process a change-of-name application, so it will help to make the application early. If the person has applied before the adoption, make certain to include the "change of name" certificate with the adoption application. 
 
         Adopted adults who reside in another province, but were adopted under the Alberta Adult Adoption Act, must apply to their province of residence to change their name. They cannot apply to change their name in Alberta. 
         
         The Change of Name Act  sets out the legal process for changing names in Alberta. This act requires that a person must be at least 18 years old and an Alberta resident to apply for a change of name. Applications are available from any Alberta Registry Agent. Call 310-0000 then 780-427-7013 or view the following website: 
         www.servicealberta.gov.ab.ca for further information regarding the location of an agency near you. 
 
         At the time this kit was reviewed, there was a government fee, Registry Agent fee and a fingerprint processing fee for a change of name. Please note that the best source of information about change of name is Alberta Government Services - Registries as details could change with the passing of time.
3.         Can a person being adopted obtain a copy of his or her original birth registration after the adoption? 
 
         No. Once an adoption is granted the original birth registration is no longer available because it is replaced by the new birth registration. If a person being adopted wants a copy of the original birth registration, the time to do it is when the Affidavit of Person to be Adopted is filled out (see Step 3). A copy of the birth registration can be requested at that time. For information on where to apply for an Alberta birth registration, call 310-0000 and then 780-427-7013.
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4.         Can an adult adoption affect inheritance rights? 
 
         Yes. Adoption can affect the inheritance rights of the adopted person. It can also affect the estate of the adoptive parents. For inheritance purposes, the Adult Adoption Act treats adopted persons as if they were natural children. Questions about inheritance rights are best directed to a lawyer prior to adoption.
5.         Can an adult adoption influence a person's status as an Indian? 
         
         It may. For current information on whether an adoption will affect the Aboriginal status of an adult adoptee, consult with a lawyer or the federal Department of Indian Affairs:
Adoption Unit (18K)
c/o Office of the Indian Registrar
Individual Affairs Branch
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada 
Ottawa, ON  K1A 0H4
6.         How might an adult adoption affect immigration status? 
 
         Adoption cannot be used to obtain preferred status for immigration purposes. In an adult adoption application, the person being adopted must either be a Canadian citizen or lawfully admitted to Canada for permanent residence (landed immigrant). If a person is a landed immigrant, immigration documents must be submitted at the time of the adoption application. Therefore, immigration status must be determined through Canada Immigration prior to the adult adoption application. 
 
         Questions about immigration status and adoption should be directed to the nearest Citizenship and Immigration Canada office.
7.         What if the judge doesn't grant the Order for Adoption? 
 
         If your application to adopt is refused, you have 30 days to appeal, beginning the day of the Judge's decision. You may wish to have the assistance of a lawyer, because you will have to make a formal appeal to the Alberta Court of Appeal.
8.         When does the adoption take effect? 
 
         Once an Adoption Order has been granted by a Judge, the adoption takes effect immediately. However, an application to challenge the adoption can be made up to one year after the date the adoption was granted. A longer period for challenge is allowed if the reason for the challenge is because the adoption order was obtained by fraud.
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Locations of the Court of Queen's Bench
Your court file must be taken to one of the 10 permanent locations of the Alberta Court of Queen's Bench listed here. (Note: Each centre is also the name of a Judicial Centre.)
Adult adoption hearings may be held at these 10 locations, as well as one circuit court location as listed below.
Permanent  Locations
Court of Queen's Bench
Family Law Centre
Edmonton Law Courts Building  
1A Sir Winston Churchill Square 
Edmonton  AB  T5J 0R2 
Phone: 780-422-2455 
Fax: 780-643-1062
Court of Queen's Bench 
Medicine Hat Law Courts  
460 First Street SE 
Medicine Hat  AB  T1A 0A8 
Phone: 403-529-8710 
Fax: 403-529-8607
Court of Queen's Bench 
Calgary Court Centre
Suite 601-N, 601 - 5th Street SW 
Calgary  AB  T2P 5P7 
Phone: 403-297-6494 
Fax: 403-297-3805
Court of Queen's Bench 
Peace River Court House 
Bag 900 - 34 
Peace River  AB  T8S 1T4 
Phone: 780-624-6256 
Fax: 780-624-7101
Court of Queen's Bench 
Drumheller Court House 
P.O. Box 759, 511 - 3rd Avenue West Drumheller  AB  T0J 0Y0 
Phone: 403-820-7300 
Fax: 403-823-6073
Court of Queen's Bench 
Red Deer Court House 
4909 - 48 Avenue 
Red Deer  AB  T4N 3T5 
Phone: 403-340- 5220 
Fax: 403-340-7984
Court of Queen's Bench 
Lethbridge Court House 
320 - 4th Street South 
Lethbridge  AB  T1J 1Z8 
Phone: 403-381-5196 
Fax: 403-381-5128 
(Serving the Judicial Centre of Lethbridge/MacLeod)
Court of Queen's Bench 
Fort McMurray Court House 
9700 Franklin Avenue 
Fort McMurray  AB  T9H 4W3 
Phone: 780-743-7136 
Fax: 780-743-7135
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Permanent Locations  -  Continued
Court of Queen's Bench 
Grande Prairie Court House 
10260 - 99 Street 
Grande Prairie  AB  T8V 2H4 
Phone: 780-538-5340 
Fax: 780-538-5493
Court of Queen's Bench 
Wetaskiwin Law Courts  
4605 - 51 Street 
Wetaskiwin  AB  T9A 1K7 
Phone: 780-361-1258 
Fax: 780-361-1319
St. Paul Court House 
Box 1900, 4704 - 50 Street 
St. Paul  AB  T0A 3A0 
Phone: 780-645-6324 
Fax: 780-645-6273
Circuit Court Locations**
Hinton Court House 
237 Jasper Street West 
Pembina Ave 
P.O. Box 6450 
Hinton  AB  T7V 1X7 
Phone: 780-865-8280 
Fax: 780-865-8253
**Hearings only. Documents must be filed in Edmonton.
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 Regulations 
HER MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the 
Legislative Assembly of Alberta, enacts as follows: 
Definition 
1
   In this Act, “Court” means the Court of Queen’s Bench. 
1994 cA-2.3 s1 
Application 
2
   This Act applies to the adoption of persons who are 18 years of 
age or older. 
1994 cA-2.3 s2 
Application for adoption order 
3
(1)
  An adult person may apply to the Court in the prescribed 
form for an adoption order under this Act. 
RSA 2000
Section 4 
Chapter A-4 
ADULT ADOPTION ACT 
2
(2)
  An application for an adoption order under this section must 
include 
(a)  an affidavit of the applicant outlining the applicant’s 
relationship to the person who the applicant is applying to  adopt and the reasons for adopting that person, 
(b)  an affidavit of the person to be adopted indicating the 
person’s consent to the adoption and outlining the  person’s reasons for wishing to be adopted, 
(c)  a certified copy or extract of the record of birth of the 
person who is to be adopted made under the law  respecting the registration of births in the province,  territory, state or country in which the person was born,  and 
(d)  a certified copy of any change of name certificate made 
under the law respecting change of name in the province,  territory, state or country in which the change of name  was obtained. 
RSA 2000 cA-4 s3;2009 c53 s10 
Grant of adoption order 
4    The Court may grant an adoption order under this Act if it is not  contrary to the public interest to do so. 
1994 cA-2.3 s4 
Residency requirement 
5    An adoption order shall not be granted under this Act unless the  applicant is resident in Alberta and the person to be adopted is a  Canadian citizen or is lawfully admitted to Canada for permanent  residence. 
RSA 2000 cA-4 s5;2009 c53 s10 
Who may apply 
6
   An applicant for an adoption order under this Act may only be 
made by one individual or jointly by two individuals who are  spouses of one another. 
RSA 2000 cA-4 s6;2009 c53 s10 
Participation of person to be adopted 
7    Where an application for an adoption order is made under this  Act, the Court shall consider the views and wishes of the person  who is to be adopted and shall, on request, hear that person. 
RSA 2000 cA-4 s7;2009 c53 s10 
RSA 2000
Section 8 
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Private hearing 
8    An application for an adoption order under this Act may, in the  discretion of the Court, be heard in private. 
RSA 2000 cA-4 s8;2009 c53 s10 
Effect of an adoption order 
9 (1)   For all purposes, when an adoption order is made, the  applicant is the parent of the adopted person as if the adopted  person had been born to the applicant. 
( 2)   Subject to subsection (3), for all purposes when an adoption  order is made the adopted person ceases to be the child of the  person’s previous parents and those previous parents cease to be  the person’s parents. 
(3)   If the applicant adopts a person who is the child of the  applicant’s spouse, the person does not cease to be the child of the  spouse and that spouse does not cease to be the parent of that  person. 
(4)   In any testamentary or other document, whether made before or  after the coming into force of this Act, unless the contrary is  expressed, a reference to a person or a group or class of persons  described in terms of their relationship by blood or marriage to  another person is deemed to refer to or to include, as the case may  be, a person who comes within the description as a result of the  person’s own adoption or the adoption of another person. 
(5)   For all purposes, when an adoption order is made, the  relationship between the adopted person and any other person is the  same as it would have been if the adopted person had been born to  the adopting person. 
(6)
  Subsections (2), (4) and (5) do not apply 
(a)  for the purposes of the laws relating to incest, and 
(b)  with respect to the prohibited degrees of marriage, to 
remove a person from a relationship in consanguinity that,  but for this Act, would have existed between them. 
(7)   A marriage between 2 persons is prohibited if, as a result of an  adoption order, the relationship between them is such that their  marriage would be prohibited by the law respecting those  relationships that bars the lawful solemnization of marriage. 
RSA 2000
Section 10 
Chapter A-4 
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(8)   Nothing in this section affects an interest in property that has  vested in a person before the making of an adoption order under  this Act. 
RSA 2000 cA-4 s9;2009 c53 s10 
Issuance of certified copy 
10    Not more than 35 days after an adoption order is made, the  clerk of the Court shall 
(a)  if the adopted person was born in Alberta, send one 
certified copy of the order to the Registrar of Vital  Statistics, or 
(b)  if the adopted person was born outside Alberta, send 2 
certified copies of the order to the Registrar of Vital  Statistics. 
RSA 2000 cA-4 s10;2007 cV-4.1 s79 
Appeal 
11    An appeal from a decision of the Court under this Act may be  made to the Court of Appeal not more than 30 days after the date  on which the decision is made. 
1994 cA-2.3 s11 
Setting aside of adoption order 
12 (1)   No application to set aside an adoption order shall be made  after the expiration of one year from the date of the adoption order  except on the ground that the order was procured by fraud. 
(2)   Notice of the nature, time and place of the hearing of an  application under subsection (1) shall be served by the applicant on 
(a)  the adopting person, if that person is not the applicant, 
(b)  the adopted person, if that person is not the applicant, and 
(c)  any other person who in the opinion of the Court should 
be served. 
(3)   If the adoption order is set aside, the applicant for the order  setting it aside shall serve a copy of the order setting it aside on all  those required to be served under subsection (2). 
(4)   When an adoption is set aside, 
(a)  the adopted person ceases to be the child of the adopting 
person, 
RSA 2000
Section 13 
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(b)  the adopting person ceases to be the parent of the adopted 
person, and 
(c)  the relationships to one another of the adopted person and 
all persons are re-established as they were immediately  before the adoption order was made. 
1994 cA-2.3 s12 
Regulations 
13    The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations 
(a)  prescribing the forms to be used for applications and 
orders under this Act; 
(b)  prescribing the fees that may be charged for an application 
under this Act; 
(c)  prescribing the rules to be followed in a proceeding before 
the Court under this Act. 
RSA 2000 cA-4 s13;2009 c53 s10 
Application for Adoption Order
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
PERSON TO BE
ADOPTED: (full name of
person to be adopted, as 
on birth document)
DATE OF BIRTH:
(yyyy-mm-dd)
 
BIRTH REGISTRATION
NUMBER:
1.						Application
By making this application, I/we state:         
                           that I am/we are adults who want to adopt this person.
                           that to support my/our application, I/we have enclosed my/our affidavit(s) and the other information required by the Adult Adoption Act.
n
n
2.						Signature(s)
Signature of Applicant
Signature of Donald Roy Johnson
Signature of Applicant
AAR - 1
PAR2608 (2012/02)
Signature of Dorothy Ann Johnson
NOTICE TO:
An application for an order for the adoption of  
 
 
 
 
 
will be made to the Court as shown below:
WARNING 
Pursuant to the Adult Adoption Act and the Alberta Rules of Court, if you do not come to Court on the date and at the time shown above either in person or by your lawyer, the Court may make an adoption order in your absence.
AAR - 1
PAR2608 (2012/02)
Affidavit of Applicant
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
PERSON TO BE
ADOPTED: (full name of
person to be adopted, as 
on birth document)
DATE OF BIRTH:
(yyyy-mm-dd)
 
BIRTH REGISTRATION
NUMBER:
I,
,
of
,
in the Province of Alberta, swear/affirm that:
1.         I am applying for an adoption order: (check one of the following)
2.	I am 	       years old.
3.	I have known
for the past                       years.
AAR-2
PAR2609 (2012/03)
4.	The reason I wish to adopt 									         is
5.         Sealing the court file: (check one of the following)
Notary Public / Commissioner for Oaths in and for the 
Province of Alberta
Signature of Applicant
SWORN/AFFIRMED BEFORE ME 
on                                                        , 20           , 
at                                                              , Alberta.
AAR-2
PAR2609 (2012/03)
Signature of Dorothy Ann Johnson
Affidavit of Applicant
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
PERSON TO BE
ADOPTED: (full name of
person to be adopted, as 
on birth document)
DATE OF BIRTH:
(yyyy-mm-dd)
 
BIRTH REGISTRATION
NUMBER:
I,
,
of
,
in the Province of Alberta, swear/affirm that:
1.         I am applying for an adoption order: (check one of the following)
2.	I am 	       years old.
3.	I have known
for the past                       years.
AAR-2
PAR2609 (2012/03)
4.	The reason I wish to adopt 									         is
5.         Sealing the court file: (check one of the following)
Notary Public / Commissioner for Oaths in and for the 
Province of Alberta
Signature of Applicant
SWORN/AFFIRMED BEFORE ME 
on                                                        , 20           , 
at                                                              , Alberta.
AAR-2
PAR2609 (2012/03)
Signature of Donald Roy Johnson
Affidavit of Person To Be Adopted
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
PERSON TO BE
ADOPTED: (full name of
person to be adopted, as 
on birth document)
DATE OF BIRTH:
(yyyy-mm-dd)
 
BIRTH REGISTRATION
NUMBER:
1.	I am		years old. A certified copy of my birth document is attached.
	I understand the nature and effect of an adoption order.
name of applicant(s)
I,
,
of
,
swear/affirm that:
3.         Change of name: (check one of the following)
AAR - 3
PAR2610 (2012/03)
4.         Citizenship/residency: (check one of the following)
documents are attached.
5.	The reason I want to be adopted by:									      
is
6.         Court hearing: (check one of the following)
7.         Sealing the court file: (check one of the following)
Notary Public / Commissioner for Oaths in and for the 
Province of Alberta
Signature of Person to be Adopted
SWORN/AFFIRMED BEFORE ME 
on                                                        , 20           , 
at                                                              , Alberta.
AAR - 3
PAR2610 (2012/03)
Signature of Donald Roy Johnson
Adoption Order
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
THIS COURT having received the application of: 
under the Adult Adoption Act for an adoption order in respect of
, Alberta.
AND THIS COURT having reviewed the evidence presented, and being satisfied that the reasons for the adoption are valid and acceptable and that it is not contrary to the public interest to grant this application;
IT IS ORDERED THAT:
1.	The application is granted as requested and the adoption is effective from and after the date of this Order.
2.
Justice of the Court of Queen's Bench
AAR - 4
PAR2611 (2012/03)
Affidavit of Personal Service
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
PERSON TO BE
ADOPTED: (full name of
person to be adopted, as 
on birth document)
DATE OF BIRTH:
(yyyy-mm-dd)
 
BIRTH REGISTRATION
NUMBER:
1.						Application
2.						
I, 
, make oath and say that:
On
, I personally served
at
with a true copy of the attached Application and supporting affidavits, by leaving a copy of the Application and supporting affidavits with him/her.
Signature
Signature of Notary Public, Commissioner for Oaths in and for the Province of Alberta
SWORN/AFFIRMED BEFORE ME 
on                                                        , 20           , 
at                                                              , Alberta.
Signature of Donald Roy Johnson
AAR - 1
PAR2613 (2012/05)
Affidavit of Service by Registered Mail
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
PERSON TO BE
ADOPTED: (full name of
person to be adopted, as 
on birth document)
DATE OF BIRTH:
(yyyy-mm-dd)
 
BIRTH REGISTRATION
NUMBER:
1.						Application
I, 
, make oath and say that:
1.
On
, I personally served
at
with a true copy of the attached Application and supporting affidavits, by mailing a copy of the Application and supporting affidavits with him/her by double registered mail to
AAR - 1
PAR2614 (2012/05)
2.
Attached as Exhibit "A" is the postal receipt for the double registered letter.
3.
Attached as Exhibit "B" is the receipt signed by
for the double registered letter.
Signature of person who served documents
Signature of Donald Roy Johnson
2.						
Signature of Notary Public, Commissioner for Oaths in and for the Province of Alberta
SWORN/AFFIRMED BEFORE ME 
on                                                        , 20           , 
at                                                              , Alberta.
Adoption Information
Identification of Particulars of Adopted Person
This information is collected in accordance with the Vital Statistics Act and Information Regulation. It is required by Vital Statistics to register the event and may be used for statistical or genealogical purposes or delivering joint provincial and federal programs. Collection is authorized under s. 33(a) and (c) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.  Questions about the collection can be directed to Vital Statistics' staff @ Box 2023, Edmonton, AB T5J 4W7 or 780-427-7013 (toll free 310-0000 within Alberta).
Box 2023  Edmonton, AB
Canada  T5J 3W7
Telephone: 780-427-7013
NOTE:  This form (DVS3104) must be included as part of the court package.
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Completed Sample
A. CHILD'S ORIGINAL BIRTH INFORMATION (or current information based on a recognized legal change of name or previous adoption)
City/Town/Village		Province/Country
month by name, day, year
B. TYPE OF ADOPTION								         DATE OF ADOPTION
C. INFORMATION TO APPEAR ON THE BIRTH RECORD AFTER ADOPTION
CHILD'S LEGAL NAME AFTER ADOPTION (AS PER ADOPTION ORDER)
l  If this is a two parent adoption: list the two adopting parents' information.
l  If this is a single parent adoption: list the only parent that is adopting; the other parent's information will be left blank.
l  If this is a step-parent adoption: list the step-parent's information, along with the information of the natural parent (of the child) that he/she is married to.
DETAILS OF FATHER/PARENT 
DETAILS OF MOTHER/PARENT
Sex of Father/Parent
month by name	           day             year
City/Town/Village				Province/Country
Sex of Mother/Parent
month by name	           day             year
City/Town/Village				Province/Country
Street/Apt. No.	    City/Town/Village		Province/State		Country		Postal/Zip Code
(include area code)
C:\Documents and Settings\cheren.katrib\Desktop\AB-Gov Black.jpg
Registration Number
Amendment Number
Service Request Number
 Pre-Registration Number
Registration of A Birth
This information is collected in accordance with the Vital Statistics Act and Information Regulation.  It is required by Vital Statistics to register the event and may be used for statistical or genealogical purposes or delivering joint provincial and federal programs.  Collection is authorized under s. 33(a) and (c) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.  Questions about the collection can be directed to Vital Statistics' staff @ Box 2023, Edmonton, AB T5J 4W7 or (780) 427-7013 (toll free 310-0000 within Alberta).
l  Read the Registration of a Birth Information Guide before completing.
l  This is a permanent legal record.
l  Certificates are prepared according to this information and in compliance with legislation.
l  The birth registration cannot be processed without the parent(s) signature(s). 
Please PRINT clearly in black ink.  THIS IS A LEGAL DOCUMENT.
Completed Sample
DETAILS OF CHILD'S BIRTH
 3.  Sex of Child
 4.  Date of                       month by name                        day                   year
      Child's Birth
 5.  Was the Child Born in a Hospital?
     
 7.  City/Town/Village Child Born in (if rural, give nearest city/town/village)
                                                                                         , Alberta
DETAILS OF FATHER/PARENT
 11.  Sex of Father/Parent
 12.  Date of Birth                   month by name              day                     year
        of Father/Parent
 13.  Place of Birth of Father/Parent 
         City/Town/Village                                  Province/Country
 14.  I CERTIFY the above to be correct to the best of my knowledge.
Signature of Father/Parent 
X
DETAILS OF MOTHER/PARENT
 18.  Sex of Mother/  Parent
 19.  Date of Birth                   month by name              day                     year
        of Mother/Parent
 20.  Place of Birth of Mother/Parent
         City/Town/Village                                  Province/Country
 21.  I CERTIFY the above to be correct to the best of my knowledge.
Signature of Mother/Parent 
X
 22.  Mailing Address (if rural, give exact location, e.g., township, section, meridian)
 Street/Apt. No.                                                   City/Town/Village              Province/State                  Country                 Postal/Zip Code
 23. Daytime Telephone No.
        (include area code) 
CERTIFICATION (VITAL STATISTICS USE ONLY)
 24.  I certify this registration was accepted by me at:                                                                                                        , Alberta
 
 on                                    .
City/Town/Village
Date (month by name, day, year)
Signature of Registrar
 25.  Vital Statistics Notes
Application for Adoption Order
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
PERSON TO BE
ADOPTED: (full name of
person to be adopted, as 
on birth document)
DATE OF BIRTH:
(yyyy-mm-dd)
 
BIRTH REGISTRATION
NUMBER:
1.						Application
By making this application, I/we state:         
                           that I am/we are adults who want to adopt this person.
                           that to support my/our application, I/we have enclosed my/our affidavit(s) and the other information required by the Adult Adoption Act.
n
n
2.						Signature(s)
Signature of Applicant
Signature of Applicant
NOTICE TO:
An application for an order for the adoption of  
 
 
 
 
 
will be made to the Court as shown below:
WARNING 
Pursuant to the Adult Adoption Act and the Alberta Rules of Court, if you do not come to Court on the date and at the time shown above either in person or by your lawyer, the Court may make an adoption order in your absence.
Affidavit of Applicant
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
PERSON TO BE
ADOPTED: (full name of
person to be adopted, as 
on birth document)
DATE OF BIRTH:
(yyyy-mm-dd)
 
BIRTH REGISTRATION
NUMBER:
I,
,
of
,
in the Province of Alberta, swear/affirm that:
1.         I am applying for an adoption order: (check one of the following)
2.	I am 	       years old.
3.	I have known
for the past                       years.
4.	The reason I wish to adopt 									         is
5.         Sealing the court file: (check one of the following)
Notary Public / Commissioner for Oaths in and for the 
Province of Alberta
Signature of Applicant
SWORN/AFFIRMED BEFORE ME 
on                                                        , 20           , 
at                                                              , Alberta.
Affidavit of Applicant
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
PERSON TO BE
ADOPTED: (full name of
person to be adopted, as 
on birth document)
DATE OF BIRTH:
(yyyy-mm-dd)
 
BIRTH REGISTRATION
NUMBER:
I,
,
of
,
in the Province of Alberta, swear/affirm that:
1.         I am applying for an adoption order: (check one of the following)
2.	I am 	       years old.
3.	I have known
for the past                       years.
4.	The reason I wish to adopt 									         is
5.         Sealing the court file: (check one of the following)
Notary Public / Commissioner for Oaths in and for the 
Province of Alberta
Signature of Applicant
SWORN/AFFIRMED BEFORE ME 
on                                                        , 20           , 
at                                                              , Alberta.
Affidavit of Person To Be Adopted
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
PERSON TO BE
ADOPTED: (full name of
person to be adopted, as 
on birth document)
DATE OF BIRTH:
(yyyy-mm-dd)
 
BIRTH REGISTRATION
NUMBER:
1.	I am		years old. A certified copy of my birth document is attached.
	I understand the nature and effect of an adoption order.
name of applicant(s)
I,
,
of
,
swear/affirm that:
3.         Change of name: (check one of the following)
4.         Citizenship/residency: (check one of the following)
documents are attached.
5.	The reason I want to be adopted by:									      
is
6.         Court hearing: (check one of the following)
7.         Sealing the court file: (check one of the following)
Notary Public / Commissioner for Oaths in and for the 
Province of Alberta
Signature of Person to be Adopted
SWORN/AFFIRMED BEFORE ME 
on                                                        , 20           , 
at                                                              , Alberta.
Adoption Order
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
THIS COURT having received the application of: 
under the Adult Adoption Act for an adoption order in respect of
AND THIS COURT having reviewed the evidence presented, and being satisfied that the reasons for the adoption are valid and acceptable and that it is not contrary to the public interest to grant this application;
IT IS ORDERED THAT:
1.	The application is granted as requested and the adoption is effective from and after the date of this Order.
2.
born
Justice of the Court of Queen's Bench
Affidavit of Personal Service
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
PERSON TO BE
ADOPTED: (full name of
person to be adopted, as 
on birth document)
DATE OF BIRTH:
(yyyy-mm-dd)
 
BIRTH REGISTRATION
NUMBER:
1.						Application
2.						
I, 
, make oath and say that:
On
, I personally served
at
with a true copy of the attached Application and supporting affidavits, by leaving a copy of the Application and supporting affidavits with him/her.
Signature
Signature of Notary Public, Commissioner for Oaths in and for the Province of Alberta
SWORN/AFFIRMED BEFORE ME 
on                                                        , 20           , 
at                                                              , Alberta.
Affidavit of Service by Registered Mail
Adult Adoption Act
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
Clerk's Stamp
JUDICIAL CENTRE
APPLICANT(S)
DOCUMENT
ADDRESS FOR 
SERVICE AND
CONTACT 
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT
PERSON TO BE
ADOPTED: (full name of
person to be adopted, as 
on birth document)
DATE OF BIRTH:
(yyyy-mm-dd)
 
BIRTH REGISTRATION
NUMBER:
1.						Application
I, 
, make oath and say that:
1.
On
, I personally served
at
with a true copy of the attached Application and supporting affidavits, by mailing a copy of the Application and supporting affidavits with him/her by double registered mail to
2.						
Signature of Notary Public, Commissioner for Oaths in and for the Province of Alberta
SWORN/AFFIRMED BEFORE ME 
on                                                        , 20           , 
at                                                              , Alberta.
2.
Attached as Exhibit "A" is the postal receipt for the double registered letter.
3.
Attached as Exhibit "B" is the receipt signed by
for the double registered letter.
Signature of person who served documents
Adoption Information
Identification of Particulars of Adopted Person
This information is collected in accordance with the Vital Statistics Act and Information Regulation. It is required by Vital Statistics to register the event and may be used for statistical or genealogical purposes or delivering joint provincial and federal programs. Collection is authorized under s. 33(a) and (c) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.  Questions about the collection can be directed to Vital Statistics' staff @ Box 2023, Edmonton, AB T5J 4W7 or 780-427-7013 (toll free 310-0000 within Alberta).
Box 2023  Edmonton, AB
Canada  T5J 3W7
Telephone: 780-427-7013
NOTE:  This form (DVS3104) must be included as part of the court package.
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A. CHILD'S ORIGINAL BIRTH INFORMATION (or current information based on a recognized legal change of name or previous adoption)
City/Town/Village		Province/Country
month by name, day, year
B. TYPE OF ADOPTION								         DATE OF ADOPTION
C. INFORMATION TO APPEAR ON THE BIRTH RECORD AFTER ADOPTION
CHILD'S LEGAL NAME AFTER ADOPTION (AS PER ADOPTION ORDER)
l  If this is a two parent adoption: list the two adopting parents' information.
l  If this is a single parent adoption: list the only parent that is adopting; the other parent's information will be left blank.
l  If this is a step-parent adoption: list the step-parent's information, along with the information of the natural parent (of the child) that he/she is married to.
DETAILS OF FATHER/PARENT 
DETAILS OF MOTHER/PARENT
Sex of Father/Parent
month by name	        day            year
City/Town/Village		          Province	Country
Sex of Mother/Parent
month by name	       day             year
City/Town/Village		             Province    Country
Street/Apt. No.	    City/Town/Village		Province/State		Country		Postal/Zip Code
(include area code)
C:\Documents and Settings\cheren.katrib\Desktop\AB-Gov Black.jpg
Registration Number
Amendment Number
Service Request Number
 Pre-Registration Number
Registration of A Birth
This information is collected in accordance with the Vital Statistics Act and Information Regulation.  It is required by Vital Statistics to register the event and may be used for statistical or genealogical purposes or delivering joint provincial and federal programs.  Collection is authorized under s. 33(a) and (c) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.  Questions about the collection can be directed to Vital Statistics' staff @ Box 2023, Edmonton, AB T5J 4W7 or (780) 427-7013 (toll free 310-0000 within Alberta).
l  Read the Registration of a Birth Information Guide before completing.
l  This is a permanent legal record.
l  Certificates are prepared according to this information and in compliance with legislation.
l  The birth registration cannot be processed without the parent(s) signature(s). 
Please PRINT clearly in black ink.  THIS IS A LEGAL DOCUMENT.
DETAILS OF CHILD'S BIRTH
 3.  Sex of Child
 4.  Date of                       month by name                        day                   year
      Child's Birth
 5.  Was the Child Born in a Hospital?
     
 7.  City/Town/Village Child Born in (if rural, give nearest city/town/village)
                                                                                         , Alberta
DETAILS OF FATHER/PARENT
 11.  Sex of Father/Parent
 12.  Date of Birth                   month by name              day                     year
        of Father/Parent
 13.  Place of Birth of Father/Parent 
         City/Town/Village                                  Province/Country
 14.  I CERTIFY the above to be correct to the best of my knowledge.
Signature of Father/Parent 
X
DETAILS OF MOTHER/PARENT
 18.  Sex of Mother/  Parent
 19.  Date of Birth                   month by name              day                     year
        of Mother/Parent
 20.  Place of Birth of Mother/Parent
         City/Town/Village                                  Province/Country
 21.  I CERTIFY the above to be correct to the best of my knowledge.
Signature of Mother/Parent 
X
 22.  Mailing Address (if rural, give exact location, e.g., township, section, meridian)
 Street/Apt. No.                                                   City/Town/Village              Province/State                  Country                 Postal/Zip Code
 23. Daytime Telephone No.
        (include area code) 
CERTIFICATION (VITAL STATISTICS USE ONLY)
 24.  I certify this registration was accepted by me at:                                                                                                        , Alberta
 
 on                                    .
City/Town/Village
Date (month by name, day, year)
Signature of Registrar
 25.  Vital Statistics Notes
8.2.1.3158.1.475346.466429
Forms and eBusiness Support
This kit provides information on how to fill out forms and what are the necessary steps in applying for an adult adoption.
Self-Help Kit for Adult Adoptions
2012/12
January 2011
Maureen Landry
Human Services
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